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PART 1: WHICH BEHAVIOUR TO CHANGE?

     VOLKSWAGEN II 
   Would you expect an advertising agency to be behind this piano staircase stunt? Why would 

they need to do this? When a brand wants our attention, it usually screens advertisements 

on TV. In the case of Volkswagen, the ad would describe the car’s rational features, such 

as self-parking, in the hope that viewers with think, ‘Gosh, that would be handy’. The ad 

would also fi nd a clever way of appealing at an emotional level through catchy music; 

for example, a woman bopping away while listening to the music as the car parks itself. 

The viewer might feel joy and a sense of freedom as they watch the car perfectly manoeuvre 

itself into its spot. The intention is to make the viewer think and feel diff erently about 

Volkswagen and, eventually, when it’s time to buy a new car, they’ll choose Volkswagen—or 

so the theory goes. 

   This is the dominant model of advertising: Attention, Interest, Desire and Action, or 

AIDA (see Figure 1.1). It was developed in 1896 by door-to-door insurance salesman, 

E St Elmo Lewis, who used his experiences to formulate the AIDA model for advertising. 

As he put it (Lewis 1903):  

   The mission of an advertisement is to attract a reader, so that he will look at the advertisement 
and start to read it; then to interest him, so that he will continue to read it; then to convince 
him, so that when he has read it he will believe it. If an advertisement contains these three 
qualities of success, it is a successful advertisement.    

  Figure 1.1    The AIDA model     

Source: adapted from Lewis (1903).

  As unlikely as it seems, this model is still the standard used by many research agencies 

to measure the health of a brand. It’s also the way many marketers talk about brands 

and communications. Despite the persistence of this outdated model, and the fact that 

advertising is a bit hit and miss (loads of it really is dreadful), the fact is that advertising 

works (Sethuraman, Tellis & Briesch 2011). If it didn’t, companies wouldn’t spend so much 

money on it every year. It does change behaviour. My issue with the model isn’t about its 
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CHAPTER 1: THE DARK ARTS: AN OVERVIEW OF ADVERTISING

    5.    After two weeks all of the ideas from all of the creative teams are reviewed, and four 

or fi ve are selected to work on further. This process takes a few hours. At this stage, it’s 

likely the client will see the ideas and off er their input. With this particular pitch, we 

gauged opinions on three favourite ideas in focus groups held in pubs across Australia. 

    6.    Having selected one or two favourite ideas, a strategy document is written to justify 

why these ideas will work. The strategy document will say something about: a) why 

the consumer will like the idea; and b) why the idea is good for the brand. 

    7.    We then do ‘the pitch’ to the client, where we fi rst present our strategy and then our 

favourite ideas. The ideas are presented with lots of diff erent articulations. The idea 

that won this particular pitch was made into some loose TV scripts, some outdoor 

examples, a few radio ads and some other more ‘stunty’ ideas. 

    8.    The client declared this idea was the best—and we won the account. When an agency 

wins an account like that it is a huge celebration. The CEO put his agency credit card 

across the bar, and the entire agency went across the road to the pub, and fi ttingly 

celebrated with a beer or two. 

  Figure 1.2    The creative agency brief template    
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CHAPTER 2: DEFINITION: IDENTIFYING THE BEHAVIOUR YOU WANT TO CHANGE

   In 2012, while working with their PR company One Green Bean (no, I’ve no idea why 

they are called that), I devised an experiment for weight-loss company Weight Watchers in 

which 20 food journalists and bloggers were invited to a buff et lunch. As they arrived at the 

venue, they were randomly sent to one of two rooms, each of which had a variety of foods 

laid out in a buff et (Buff et A and Buff et B). None of them knew about the existence of the 

other buff et due to the layout of function centre (see Figure 2.1). The food at both buff ets 

was identical, but there were key diff erences in how the food was presented:  

   •    In Buff et B, a slender woman continually loaded her plate with food. Research by 

McFerran (2010) has revealed that people are likely to eat more if a thin person is 

eating near them. 

    •    Buff et B had larger-sized plates and serving utensils than Buff et A. Wansink (2006) 

found that people put less food on their plates if the plates and utensils are smaller. 

Wansink also found people consume more food when the food is the same colour 

as the plate. 

    •    Buff et B had images of plates piled high with food. Madzharov and Block (2010) 

discovered that people eat more if they see an image of larger serving sizes. 

    •    Buff et B had healthier food at the back of the buff et and less healthy food at the front. 

People are more likely to choose unhealthy food when it’s easier to reach. In a study by 

Painter, Wansink and Hieggelke (2002), workers ate 5.6 more chocolates per day if the 

chocolates were placed in a bowl on their desks rather than 2 metres away on a table.     

  Figure 2.1    The layout for the Weight Watchers food experiment    
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CHAPTER 2: DEFINITION: IDENTIFYING THE BEHAVIOUR YOU WANT TO CHANGE

  Roughly speaking there are four areas on the behaviour framing grid. For example, 

imagine the behaviour we wanted to change was to get someone to eat a Mars bar. Getting 

someone to do this behaviour would depend on their motivation to eat the Mars bar 

(such as hunger levels) and where the Mars bar was (close or far away). Have a look at the 

following situations:  

   1.    Behaviours that are high in motivation and high in ease—these behaviours  are likely  to 

happen (for example, asking a hungry person to eat a Mars bar that’s right in front of them). 

    2.    Behaviours that are high in motivation but low in ease—these behaviours  might  
happen (for example, asking a hungry person to eat a Mars bar that they have to walk 

down the street to get). 

    3.    Behaviours that are low in motivation but high in ease—these behaviours also  might  
happen (for example, asking a person who’s not that hungry to eat a Mars bar that is 

right in front of them). 

    4.    Behaviours that are low in motivation and low in ease. These behaviours are  unlikely  

to happen (for example, asking a person who is not hungry to eat a Mars bar that they 

have to walk down the street to get). 

     With this map we can plot where any behaviour we want to change sits, and the likelihood 

of it occurring. If we return to the example of cereal chips, where do you think ‘Get people 

to eat cereal chips for breakfast’ would sit? As discussed, there is only moderate motivation 

to carry out this activity. The incentives may be there, but motivation to conform with social 

  Figure 2.2    The behaviour framing grid    
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PART 1: WHICH BEHAVIOUR TO CHANGE?

norms is extremely low. By contrast, it feels like a relatively high ‘ease’ proposition as people 

have both the ability and (assuming good distribution of the product through supermarkets) 

the opportunity to consume these chips. Hence we would map the behaviour to change in 

the bottom right of the behaviour framing grid, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.   

  Figure 2.3     Mapping people’s likelihood to eat cereal chips for 
breakfast    

  Using this grid should always the fi rst step in deciding which behaviour to change. To 

change someone’s behaviour, ask these four questions.  

    Motivation:   

   1.    Individual incentives: What’s in it for them? Will they be rewarded and to what 

extent? 

    2.    Social norms: What will others think of them if they undertake that behaviour? 

      Ease:   

   3.    Ability: Do they have the resources, competency and skills to do the behaviour? 

    4.    Opportunity: Does the environment allow the behaviour to happen? 

      These four questions will help you understand how susceptible the behaviour is to 

change or infl uence. As we will see later, they also act as a diagnostic tool to help people 

see where the potential triggers and barriers are to behaviour change. For example, is it a 
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CHAPTER 2: DEFINITION: IDENTIFYING THE BEHAVIOUR YOU WANT TO CHANGE

motivation or ease issue? Is it a social norming or individual incentive issue? Now, there’s 

one fi nal step to take into account: does the behaviour you want to change contribute to 

your overall goal? 

      CHANGING THE RIGHT BEHAVIOUR 
   A friend of mine owns a microbrewery that makes a lovely premium pale ale beer. After 

investing a signifi cant amount of money to create his beer, he needed to generate some 

sales and asked for my help. Who should he sell to? Or more specifi cally, what behaviours 

should he change to sell more of his beer? I told him there were at least four behaviours he 

could infl uence:  

   1.    Get friends and family who already love his beer to recommend it to others. 

    2.    Ask family and friends who don’t like beer to try it. 

    3.    Ask existing beer drinkers to try his beer. 

    4.    Ask friends and family who love his beer to purchase more of it. 

     I mapped these four behaviours against ease and motivation (see Figure 2.4). In my 

estimation, the behaviour that is most likely to occur—and therefore make happen—is 

behaviour number 1: ‘Get friends and family who already love his beer to recommend it to 

others.’   

  Figure 2.4    The potential behaviours to change to sell beer    
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PART 1: WHICH BEHAVIOUR TO CHANGE?

      The Insider: Claudiu Dimofte 

  However, this is fi ne if my friend only wants to sell 10,000 cases of beer. But it’s another 

story if he wants to sell a million cases of beer. And that’s when ‘ sizing a behaviour ’ comes 

into play. This simply means choosing a strategy that matches your goal. There are fi ve key 

questions when sizing a behaviour.  

   1.    How many people am I infl uencing? 

    2.    How many people are they infl uencing? And how infl uential will that group be? 

    3.    What is the frequency of the behaviour? 

    4.    What is the likely penetration? How many people are likely to change? 

    5.    What is the importance of that behaviour in meeting my goal? Is having people talk 

positively about my brand as important as generating a sale? 

     Taking these questions into account, I then revisited each of the four original behaviours 

and approximately sized them. In Figure 2.5 the behaviours are not only mapped but also 

now sized (the larger the circle, the greater the potential contribution to overall beer sales). 

You can now see that will be better for my friend to target the behaviour of the third group: 

beer lovers who haven’t yet tried the beer. They are more likely to try his beer because 

they’re already beer drinkers. Let’s work through why.   

  Figure 2.5     Approximate sizing of the behaviours to change as a 
contribution to sales    
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CHAPTER 3: THOUGHTS, FEELINGS AND ACTIONS: USING ACTION TO CHANGE BEHAVIOUR

about how he dealt with shyness towards women was indeed true. When Ellis was 19, he 

read the work of behavioural psychologist John Watson (who we met in Chapter 1). After 

reading his books, Ellis set himself the task of talking to 100 women and asking them on a 

date. The story was true and had a signifi cant impact on his life. He told me that every day 

he would wander around the Bronx Botanical Gardens and approach women sitting alone 

on a park bench. He said in total he approached 130 women and talked to around 100 

of them, asking each out on a date. He wasn’t successful with any of them. One date was 

arranged, but she never turned up. But there was a bigger impact: he overcame his fear and 

shyness of women, and did okay with the next 100 women he asked. Thus Albert overcame 

his shyness of women by setting himself the action orientated task of actually speaking to 

them. His actions changed his attitudes. 

   But I digress. Let’s return to my consulting room with the whiteboard. If you were my 

patient, I’d explain that ‘thoughts’ infl uence ‘feelings’, which in turn infl uence ‘actions’, the 

sum of which equals behaviour. It’s called cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT), and seeks 

to change behaviour using three triggers: thoughts, feelings and actions. Imagine you’re 

driving a car and someone swerves in front of you. You might  think  to yourself, ‘They did 

that on purpose.’ How does it make you  feel ? You probably feel angry. Your  action  might be 

to shake your fi st at the driver. This infl uences your  behaviour  of becoming an aggressive 

driver. Your thoughts, feelings and actions are intertwined. 

   CBT asks you to imagine a diff erent scenario, one in which the other driver has just 

learned some awful news. They’ve just been told their child has been in an accident and is 

now in hospital, which explains why they’re driving so erratically. What are your feelings 

  Figure 3.1     The interrelationship between thoughts, feelings 
and actions    
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PART 1: WHICH BEHAVIOUR TO CHANGE?

donate money, but also asks men to grow a moustache during the month of November to 

show their commitment to the cause. 

   Our subjects were divided into four groups. One group received a rational message 

(facts and fi gures), the second an emotive message (smiling happy kids, with an inspiring 

music track), the third group was asked to create an advertising campaign for the charity, 

and fi nally there was a control group (that solved unrelated puzzles). Each of the four 

groups was then asked for money. 

   As you can see in Figure 3.2, the group that gave the most money was the third one—

the one that had the action approach of writing an ad for Save the Children.   

  Why did they donate more than the others? First, they had a ‘sense of ownership’ 

of the charity, which made them feel more engaged with the message. Second, ‘cognitive 

dissonance’ kicked in. The positive action of creating an ad was aligned to thoughts and 

feelings. Third, people felt a sense of ‘autonomy’; that is, they were invited to interact with 

a message on their own terms rather than it being forced on them. This circumnavigates 

resistance to the message and makes it more likely they will give. 

   If charities involve donors in their cause, rather than just asking for money, they’ll have 

a much greater likelihood of success. The lesson? Involve people in your mission through 

action and they will match their thoughts and feelings to make sense of the action. If you’re 

still not convinced by the power of action, can you do me another favour? Please read about 

Benjamin Franklin, the man who discovered the impact of asking for a favour. It’s one of the 

most interesting things I know. 

  Figure 3.2    Type of message received and donation level    
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PART 1: WHICH BEHAVIOUR TO CHANGE?

on ingratiating themselves to the consumer through advertising. Advertisers have been 

preoccupied with making funny ads and trying to entertain and amuse. Now, advertisers no 

longer ask, ‘What can we do for consumers?’ but ‘What can our consumers do for us?’ Take 

a look at a friend’s Facebook page. How many brands have they ‘liked’? This is eff ectively 

brand promotion. How many times have you completed ‘research’ for a brand without 

being paid? Brands ask for favours and consumers willingly invest in them. 

   Advertising’s new frontier is to make people act fi rst and think and feel later. It’s also 

easier to achieve through interactive technology such as smartphones and social media. 

Previously, advertising changed behaviour by attempting to infl uence ‘thoughts’ or ‘feelings’. 

In the 1980s, Nike encouraged you to buy their shoes by:  

   1.    infl uencing your thoughts about the product through rational advertising. The 

advertising might say ‘Available now’ or ‘Only $59.95’ or ‘The most comfortable 

shoes ever’.  

    2.    infl uencing your emotions about the product through emotive advertising. The ads 

used anthemic music and people achieving against the odds. 

     As you can see in Figure 3.3, these approaches fulfi l the fi rst two steps of my whiteboard 

drawing, with the hope that it would translate into action.   

  Both strategies are eff ective at infl uencing behaviour, but these days advertising 

is no longer passive but interactive. Today, 77 per cent of TV viewing happens with a 

smartphone in your hand or a laptop or tablet on viewers’ laps (Google, Sterling Brands & 

  Figure 3.3    Messaging alternatives with passive advertising    

      The Insider: Simon Thatcher 
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PART 1: WHICH BEHAVIOUR TO CHANGE?

so the experiments conducted then wouldn’t be permitted today. Other references come from 

the relatively new study of human behaviour—behavioural economics—that you’ll read about 

in later chapters. Further, some other chapters hardly have references at all, such the chapter 

on the utility spur, which is one of the more recent and exciting developments in advertising. 

   Infl uencing behaviour is both an art and a science. While science is inexact and 

incomplete, ignoring its insights is a wasted opportunity for advertising. I’ve found these 

insights to be invaluable in my work in advertising, as you’ll discover throughout the book.  

   Rule 4 

   There are (at least) 10 spurs to get someone to act.   

   THE TWO TYPES OF SPURS 
   As outlined earlier, I believe behaviour change has two main drivers: motivation and ease. 

If the motivation to perform a behaviour is low, there are seven action spurs to boost 

them. It’s the same with ease—if this is low, there are three action spurs to encourage 

the behaviour (see Figure 4.1). Discussion of these diff erent spurs take up the bulk of the 

remaining text in this book, with a chapter devoted to each. Following is a quick overview 

of each of the spurs.   

>>

  Figure 4.1    The behaviour framing grid and spurs    
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PART 1: WHICH BEHAVIOUR TO CHANGE?

  The action spur selection matrix (see Figure 4.3) gives an overview of which spurs are 

likely to be useful in overcoming particular barriers. For example, if the behaviour you want 

to infl uence, such as getting people to eat chips for breakfast, has high ease (there is the 

opportunity and ability), but only average motivation (there is something in it for them, but 

no one else is doing it), then look at social norming to infl uence the behaviour. We can see 

in the cereal chip example that this would lead to using the Action Spurs of Collectivism 

and/or Modelling. Perhaps the Framing Spur, or Play Spur could be useful too (as these 

Spurs straddle both the Individual Incentive and Social Norms barriers).   

  The other variable to consider when selecting an action spur is the level of control you 

have over the environment. Imagine you are a prison offi  cer and want inmates to reduce 

the incidence of violence. You have complete control over the environment. One option 

is to reward inmates for pro-social behaviour using a points system. At the end of each 

week, the points can be used to obtain privileges. The action spur in this case is ‘play’. 

Other examples of control over the environment include classrooms where teachers reward 

diligent students or workplaces where bosses reward employees for exhibiting the desired 

behaviour. It’s a diff erent situation when you don’t have control of the environment, such as 

charities seeking donations on street corners or someone selling door-to-door. Use Figure 

4.3 to help you choose the action spur that best applies in high-control and low-control 

environments. 

  Figure 4.2     Mapping people’s likelihood to eat cereal chips for 
breakfast    
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CHAPTER 4: ACTION SPURS: SOMETIMES WE NEED A LITTLE KICK

      HOW ACTION SPURS LEAD TO BEHAVIOUR CHANGE 
   Here’s a story you’ll fi nd either disgusting or funny. I’ll risk telling it on the assumption you’ll 

fi nd it funny. In 2012, my business partner, Jon Wilkins, and I were invited to speak at the 

Cannes Lions, the pre-eminent international awards show for the advertising industry held 

in France every year. Needless to say, we were really excited about it. The venue was the 

exclusive Palais Theatre and some of the other speakers that year were former US President 

Bill Clinton, Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg and British philosopher (and one of the 

‘Insiders’ in this book) Alain de Botton. Not bad, huh? 

   On the night before our speech, Jon and I caught up for dinner at a beachside restaurant 

to go over the fi nal details of the talk. I ordered the prawn pasta, a decision I would come to 

rue a few hours later. You can probably guess what happened. Not long after eating the meal 

I became sick. Very sick. I developed an acute case of food poisoning with one symptom 

being violent diarrhoea. After a sleepless night spent mostly on the toilet, I managed to 

crawl down to breakfast to meet Jon. He took one look at me and told me to go straight back 

to bed and assured me I would be okay by the time our 2 p.m. talk came round. 

   I returned to bed but spent most of the time using the toilet. At around 1 p.m., we 

were both worried. The diarrhoea showed no signs of abating. The problem was I was 

the only one who knew my bit of the presentation. It wouldn’t make sense without my 

part. Jon suggested we ring the organisers to see if we could change the time of our talk. It 

wasn’t possible. He suggested taking more Imodium or just risking it. I said I didn’t want 

  Figure 4.3    The action spur selection matrix    
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PART 1: WHICH BEHAVIOUR TO CHANGE?

    THE COMPLEXITY OF BEHAVIOUR CHANGE 
   You’ll quickly realise that not all behaviour change is created equal. Some changes are 

relatively easy while others are extremely complex. Some goals can be achieved quickly, 

while others can take years. With more complex behaviour change, you might need a series 

action spurs to get the behaviour you seek. 

to risk public humiliation—it would be better to cancel the speech than embarrass myself. 

And then inspiration arrived. Jon came up with a solution: a way for me to appear on stage, 

risk-free. The solution was to wear an adult nappy. 

   And so, on the way give a presentation to my international peers at the Palais in Cannes, 

I bought a box of adult nappies and put one on. Crisis averted. If you want to see a clip of the 

talk, you can watch it on YouTube ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbJCR01WHhA ). 

   The reason I share this story is to demonstrate that, despite the best-laid plans, if people 

are involved then so is uncertainty. My point is that action spurs are just the starting point for 

ideas. You still need creativity and fresh thinking, such as Jon’s nappy idea. 

   In the following chapters, you’ll read about the application of each action spur and their 

creative and psychological underpinnings. Creativity is a wonderful and mysterious process 

and there’s no single switch to fl ick. There are several. I can’t tell you the one creative idea 

that will help you infl uence someone. That’s up to you. But I hope the descriptions of several 

advertising campaigns will off er insights into the process. This process is shown in Figure 4.4:  

   1.    Establish your goal.   

  2.    Select the behaviour to change. 

    3.    Select the action spur. 

    4.    Develop a creative way to apply the spur.     

  Figure 4.4     The relationship between goals, behaviour change, 
action spurs and creative ideas    
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   In 1982, James Prochaska and Carlo DiClemente developed the fi ve stages of change 

model. While this model was developed in relation to problematic health behaviours 

(such as alcohol abuse), the stages apply equally to behavioural change in buying habits. 

The stages are (Prochaska & Norcross 2013):  

   •     Precontemplation (not ready) —‘People are not intending to take action in the 

foreseeable future, and can be unaware that their behaviour is problematic.’ 

    •     Contemplation (getting ready) —‘People are beginning to recognize that their 

behaviour is problematic, and start to look at the pros and cons of their continued 

actions.’ 

    •     Preparation (ready) —‘People are intending to take action in the immediate future, 

and may begin taking small steps towards behaviour change.’ 

    •     Action —‘People have made specifi c overt modifi cations in modifying their 

problem behaviour or in acquiring new healthy behaviours.’ 

    •     Maintenance —‘People have been able to sustain action for a while and are 

working to prevent relapse.’ 

     Action spurs can be integrated into this model (see Figure 4.5). If there is a degree of 

complexity in the behaviour you are trying to change you may need to develop one overall 

action spur—the large spur in Figure 4.5—and this will guide the overall idea development. 

You can then use smaller spurs to continue to promote the behaviour change desired, 

depending on where the person is in their behaviour change lifecycle.   

  Figure 4.5    The stages of change model and the use of spurs    
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CHAPTER 4: ACTION SPURS: SOMETIMES WE NEED A LITTLE KICK

  After this assessment, we can see that the behaviour seek to infl uence is number 2: get 

all the mums and dads at the centre to ask their friends and family for money to donate. 

Although this behaviour is slightly harder to change than behaviour 1, it will have a greater 

impact on our goal if we change it. 

     STEP 3: SELECT THE ACTION SPUR 
   Once you have identifi ed the behaviour to infl uence, assess where and why you’ve mapped 

the behaviour. This understanding will help you select the most eff ective action spur. For 

example, do you need to increase motivation or ease? If you have to boost motivation, do 

you need to infl uence individual incentives or social norming? If you have to boost ease, do 

you need to increase ability or opportunity? 

   In my example, the motivation of parents to ask family and friends for money is already 

high. The sticking point is ease—particularly the opportunity to pay. I need to fi nd ways to 

make payment easy. The best action spur in this case is ‘eliminate complexity’. 

  Figure 4.6     Mapping potential behaviours to change to raise money 
for the daycare centre    
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MOTIVATION
ACTION SPURS

>>

   The following seven motivation action spurs 
all increase people’s motivation to do a 
certain behaviour: reframing, evocation, 
collectivism, ownership, play, utility 
and modelling. If you want to change a 
behaviour and the main issue is that there 
is not enough motivation to undertake 
that behaviour, then consider using one of 
these spurs.   
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asks, ‘Would you like a carrot and banana cake? It’s delicious.’ I’m guessing you’ll be more 

tempted by the muffi  n than the cake. As the saying goes, ‘Muffi  ns made it okay to eat cake 

for breakfast.’ It’s the same product, but framed diff erently. 

   Figure 5.1 depicts a visual representation of ‘framing’ from Kahneman.   

  The square at the centre of each box appears to be a diff erent shade of grey. In diagram 

A, it appears to be darker than in diagram B. But when you look at the centre square without 

the frame, you see both are exactly the same colour. According to Kahneman and Tversky, 

‘perception is reference dependent’ (1984). This is why the traditional view, ‘buy the worst 

house in the best street’ makes economic sense. However, you’ll feel better if you live in the 

best house in the worst street, as you’ll compare it favourably to your neighbours’ houses. 

Our perception is dependent on the frame or context it’s in. 

    IS IT A CAKE OR A MUFFIN? 
   Let’s return to our cakes versus muffi  ns example. Both have similar ingredients: butter, fl our, 

water, eggs and, in this case, carrot and banana. (I may have missed some ingredients. I’m 

not a great cook.) But for some reason, muffi  ns are framed as a better, healthier option than 

a cake, as illustrated in Figure 5.2 (over the page).   

  I witnessed this eff ect when working with George Weston Foods, makers of Little Bites, 

whose sales were in decline. I hope you are in the mood for a bit of marketing jargon, as I’m 

going to have to explain something before taking you through how we changed the frame 

for Little Bites. As you can see in Table 5.1, there are three levels of branding marketers use 

when creating a brand that you might purchase. The fi rst is called the  endorsement brand . 

This brand is a signifi er of quality and endorses a number of  purchase brands , which 

sit underneath this endorsement brand. Often the endorsement brand is the name of a 

company (like Kellogg’s or Ford). It’s important that the endorsement brand says the right 

things about your purchase brand—or it can be a liability (for example, Ford now makes 

Jaguars but Ford doesn’t put the Ford brand anywhere near their Jaguar cars, as it does not 

act as a stamp of quality). Purchase brands are the brands you reach for on a shelf, and the 

  Figure 5.1    Kahneman’s demonstration of the power of framing    
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brand that you have a ‘relationship’ with. It’s the brand you buy. In this instance you might 

buy a packet of ‘Corn Flakes’ or a ‘Focus’. The fi nal level of branding is called  navigation , 

which simply helps consumers choose which version of the purchase brand they’ll select 

(for example, the 500 g or the 750 g pack, or the fi ve-door hatch or the four-door sedan).    

LEVEL OF 
BRANDING WHAT IS IT? EXAMPLE A EXAMPLE B

Endorsement 
brand

A brand that is an endorsement of 
quality, and normally sits above a 
number of purchase brands. Serves 
to give the consumer confi dence in 
the purchase brand they buy.

Kellogg’s Ford

Purchase 
brand

The name of the brand with which 
the consumer has a relationship. It’s 
the brand the consumer reaches for 
on shelf.

Corn Flakes Focus

Navigation 
brand

Descriptors of various options of the 
brand to help the consumer decide 
which variation of the purchase 
brand they will buy.

500 g Four-door 
sedan

   Table 5.1   Levels of branding             

  Figure 5.2    How framing baking ingredients changes perception    
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  When we took the brief, Little Bites featured the endorsement brand Top Taste on its 

packaging. Top Taste has a reputation for pre-packaged ‘shelf stable’ cakes (that is, they 

use preservatives to give the products a longer shelf life). The endorsement brand was in 

eff ect framing Little Bites as being ‘little bites of cake full of preservatives’. We came to 

the conclusion that no amount of advertising would save Little Bites from this negative 

Top Taste frame. So before we did anything, we worked with our no-nonsense, extremely 

quick client, Bronwyn Heys, and innovative packaging agency Landor to change the 

endorsement brand. Over several weeks, and a number of design iterations, we developed 

a new endorsement brand for Little Bites called The Ministry of Muffi  ns. We still had the 

same purchase brand (‘Little Bites’) but now with an endorsement brand called ‘Ministry of 

Muffi  ns’. This new name for our endorsement brand now framed our ingredients for ‘Little 

Bites’ as being muffi  ns not cakes.   

  In addition to TV ads (you can watch them on YouTube:  www.youtube.com/

watch?v=A7ryhvkREy4 ), we worked with Landor to create new packaging showing ‘The 

Ministry of Muffi  ns.’ The results were remarkable. Sales increased by 11 per cent and now 

people are enjoying muffi  ns for a snack instead of cake (Ferrier 2010). A new name and 

packaging reframed the product. 

      THE ROLE OF PRICE 
   It sounds odd, but it’s much easier to raise the price of an item than it is to lower it. Let 

me show you why. What would you think if a product you like to buy was suddenly lower 

in price? You might think the quality has gone down, or it’s not selling well. If the same 

product has a price rise, it suggests it’s popular and in demand. This is known as the ‘ the 

price placebo ’ and it’s an incredibly strong eff ect. 

  Figure 5.3    The same product framed differently    
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  We decided that Mermaid Finest should only be available in pool supply stores. A brand 

that’s only available in a premium outlet reinforces its premium frame. It also allows the pool 

supply store to diff erentiate itself from supermarkets or department stores—supporting the 

higher price tag of the product. Because Mermaid Finest was more expensive, there was a 

bigger profi t margin. This is what Snow and Benford (1988) refer to as ‘ frame alignment ’. 

They argue that the ‘robustness, completeness, and thoroughness of the framing eff ort’ 

will largely dictate whether it is successful. Every little thing you do has to reinforce the 

same story. In my view, this is why the Occupy Wall Street movement failed. There was no 

unifi ed, complete frame for the movement.   

  Mermaid Salt became a premium brand despite the actual salt used remaining exactly 

the same. It allowed busy shoppers to use System 1 thinking and register: ‘This brand is the 

best pool salt available.’ It continues to sell well today. 

     ADAM, HOW CAN YOU BE SO EVIL? 
   You might be thinking: Adam, that’s horrible. You’ve reduced the size of an item and put 

up the price and you’re selling the same thing but implying it’s something diff erent. How 

manipulative. But I don’t think there’s anything wrong in asking people to pay more for the 

  Figure 5.4     The different frames put on pool salt: a ‘regular’ 
frame (A) and a premium frame (B)    
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same item in diff erent packaging. There’s nothing wrong in rebranding a ‘cake’ as a ‘muffi  n’. 

That’s the role of advertising and marketing. As marketing guru Seth Godin (2005) says in 

his book  All Marketers Are Liars :  

   The reason all successful marketers tell stories is that consumers insist on it. Consumers are 
used to telling stories to themselves, and telling stories to each other, and it’s just natural to buy 
stuff  from someone who’s telling us a story. People can’t handle the truth.   

  Godin goes on to use Riedel glassware as an example of a marketer telling us a lie 

because we want it. Scientifi c tests, he says, prove that wine does not taste any better when 

served in Reidel glassware as opposed to any other vessel, even though Reidel glasses can 

cost 10 times as much. However, as consumers we are prepared to believe that the wine 

tastes better, because we want the wine to taste better. 

   Advertising is about changing behaviour. It involves framing products in both a 

compelling way and one that communicates value. Consider beer. How beer is framed 

creates diff erentiation and desire. A mainstream beer framed for a working-class bloke 

appeals to ‘a hard-earned thirst’, while an upmarket beer made by the same manufacturer 

is framed with gold leaf labels, cursive writing and so on. How diff erent are these beers to 

drink? 

   When attempting to infl uence the behaviour of others, this is worth remembering: 

you’re not the only person asking them to act. For example:  

   •    Charities: there are many charities asking for donations. 

    •    Dating: there are lots of people with your attributes. 

    •    Employment: lots of people have your skills. 

    •    Books: there are plenty to choose from. (You’ve chosen well, by the way.) 

     The behaviour you seek may not be that diff erent from your competitors. The diff erence 

will lie in how you frame your argument, product or request. 

  Figure 5.5    Distribution strategy supporting the brand frame    
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     SO EMOTIONS ARE NOT IMPORTANT IN MARKETING? 
   Nothing could be further from the truth, as ensuring a brand connects emotionally is vital 

due to ‘ perceived value ’. For example, if two cars are exactly the same, I’ll pay more for 

the one that’s imbued with status and makes me feel successful. It’s the same with beer or 

even water. If I’m on a date and one water brand makes me appear more successful and 

sophisticated, I’ll buy it, and probably pay more for it.  

   However, there are many brands that rarely employ advertising yet elicit a strong 

emotional connection from consumers. For example, my family has strong connections with 

Twitter, ASOS, ZARA, Google, Skip Hop, Headly, HBO and Carmen’s Museli—none of 

which advertises to any signifi cant degree. The emotional connection is important, but in 

these examples the connection has been built through a positive experience with the brand, 

not via the advertising. As indicated in Figure 6.1, both the experience with the brand and 

the advertising itself can contribute to the overall emotional connection the consumer has 

with the brand. However, sometimes the best way to build an emotional connection is simply 

by delivering on your promises; that is, doing what you do well. 

   Many advertising agencies also try to convince clients that they should do ‘emotional’ 

advertising for no other reason than it’s what the agency enjoys creating, despite the fact 

that emotional connections are often more eff ective through actions. (Again, action changes 

attitude faster than attitude changes action.) Having said that, I’ll get off  my soapbox and 

acknowledge that ‘emotional advertising’ still has a role to play.    

  Figure 6.1    Contributions to emotional connection    

    MAKING DEODORANT EMOTIONAL 
   If you’re in New Zealand when the All Blacks are playing, you’ll witness a nation totally 

absorbed. New Zealand’s passion for its world-beating rugby union team is obsessive, and 

a special reverence is reserved for those who pull on the black jersey with the silver fern. 

When New Zealand was selected to host the 2011 Rugby World Cup, there were big 

expectations for the team. Despite its dominance of the code, the All Blacks had choked in 

many critical World Cup encounters over the years, and New Zealanders took it personally. 

When the team lost during the semi-fi nals in 1999, the players’ luggage was scrawled with 

the word ‘Losers’ (presumably written by a disgruntled baggage handler). 
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   The results were alarming if not surprising. Ninety per cent of people passed the 

dangerous cable from one worker to the other, even though it was supposedly ‘very 

dangerous’ to do so. They did something that put themselves and others in danger just 

because someone in authority (Worker A) asked them to. Again, you can see a case study of 

this ‘experiment’ on YouTube ( www.youtube.com/watch?v=diRwtr-pq4U ); note the person 

using a leaf to pick up a very dangerous electrical cable! We are obedient by nature, as this 

experiment revealed. 

   The second building block to collectivism is  conformity . In the 1950s, psychologist 

Solomon Asch devised a fascinating experiment to test the power of conformity (1956). 

Since he was a young child Asch had been interested in social conformity and expectations 

of behaviour. He devoted his life to understanding this phenomenon and is best known 

for a series of deviously clever experiments that demonstrate just how conformist we are. 

   In Asch’s experiments, several recruits were seated in a line at a long table and shown 

two cards. Card 1 had a straight vertical line printed on it. Card 2 had three vertical lines 

next to one another of varying lengths (see Figure 7.1), with one of these lines matching 

the length of the line on the fi rst card. The recruits were asked which of the three lines on 

card 2 matched the length of the line on card 1. It sounds straightforward, I know. But Asch 

did something very interesting.   

  Only one person in the line of recruits was a genuine subject. The others were 

co-conspirators who were all instructed to give the wrong answer. One after another they 

said ‘Line A’, when the correct answer was (in this instance) ‘Line C’. In this situation, 

the genuine subject was much more likely to go along with the stooge recruits and 

give the wrong answer—even when his own eyes were telling him something diff erent. 

Approximately seventy per cent of us (depending on a number of variables) will conform to 

expectation—even if our own experience is saying something diff erent. 

   For Asch, it demonstrated our willingness to go along with the crowd, even when we 

know the crowd is wrong. This curious aspect of human psychology can partly explain 

everything from fashion fads, to street riots, to membership of the Nazi party in 1930s 

Germany. 

  Figure 7.1     Cards that approximate the stimulus people were 
exposed to in Asche’s experiments    
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relying on their description of themselves. These sketches are compared with a second 

series of sketches where other people describe the same women. The results are rather 

moving. You can see the video here:  www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpaOjMXyJGk . At the 

time of writing, this video was the most watched online ad in history with 165 million 

views and growing. It also won the Titanium Grand Prix at The Cannes Lions in 2013. This 

campaign has encouraged women to join a common objective, a ‘campaign for real beauty’. 

It’s one of the most successful advertising campaigns of all time. 

   When we combine these four ingredients—obedience, conformity, action and 

purpose—we get collectivism (see Figure 7.2).   

    FBi COLLECTIVISM IN ACTION 
   An understanding of collectivism helped us formulate a strategy to save FBi. After organising 

a meeting with Meagan and Evan, I returned to FBi’s offi  ces to outline my approach. 

   ‘Right now, you see your audience as people you reach,’ I began. ‘I think you need to 

see them as the people who can “reach out” and communicate on your behalf. FBi needs 

to fi nd a way to use the collective passion of its audience and turn that creative capital into 

cash. Your audience is the departure point, not the end point, for your campaign.’ Meagan 

nodded, Evan looked perplexed. 

   ‘In the past,’ I continued, ‘you’ve asked many people to donate a small amount of money 

to keep the station running. As we all know, this approach hasn’t worked well enough. So, 

instead of asking lots of people to donate a small amount of money, why don’t you get them 

to all just ask one really wealthy person for the entire amount?’ I paused, then shared what 

I knew was a radical and unorthodox idea. ‘Let’s get all of the FBi listeners to join in on a 

collective action, and get them all to ask Sir Richard Branson for $1 million.’ 

   Shocked faces stared back at me. Meagan was the fi rst to speak. ‘Interesting idea. But 

why Richard Branson?’ I thought Branson was a no-brainer. ‘He’s a music lover, he loves 

stunts and he’s loaded. He also has business interests in Australia and regularly visits the 

country.’ But, Meagan asked, ‘Won’t we alienate our audience by an association with Virgin?’ 

   I pointed out that we were asking Branson personally, not Virgin. 

   ‘Do you think he’ll give us the money?’ 

  Figure 7.2    The building blocks of collectivism    
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   HOW OWNERSHIP WORKED ON ME 
   Along the river just north of Hobart is an eye-catching concrete building that houses 

the Museum of Old and New Art (MONA). When I visited the museum, stalls were 

set up outside the entrance to the museum with people selling food and drinks. As a 

person of rather low energy and self-motivation, I headed to a stall selling iced coff ee. 

When I walked over, the man behind the counter said, ‘Hey! You’re on TV, aren’t you?’ 

This situation doesn’t happen often. I replied, ‘Yeah, I’m a panellist on  Gruen Planet  on 

ABC TV.’ He said he thought I did a great job before adding, ‘but not as good as Todd 

and Russel’—the regular panellists on the show. Despite the backhanded compliment, I 

appreciated the recognition. 

   The guy asked, ‘Would you mind if I took a photo of you drinking a Rocket?’ This 

was the name of his iced coff ee. I agreed. Before I knew it, the guy took my photo and 

uploaded it to Twitter with the caption: ‘@adamferrier enjoying his fi rst Rocket.’ I retweeted 

his message, giving him exposure to another 5000-plus people. As I walked away I thought, 

‘How funny. My fi rst product endorsement.’ But then I realised I hadn’t been paid—I didn’t 

even get the iced coff ee for nothing. He simply asked for a favour—a photo of me drinking 

his iced coff ee that he tweeted and I did him another favour and re-tweeted his tweet. This 

was the Benjamin Franklin eff ect, plus ownership, at work.   

greater the degree of ownership someone has, the more value is extracted and the more 

motivated they’ll be to change.   

  Figure 8.1    Levels of ownership    
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‘French Liaison’ or a ‘White Delight’?’ she asks, thumb and forefi nger placed along her chin. 

‘To see Helen and me reveal more, check out the Jarrah Facebook page’ intones Edna before 

clumsily knocking over the promotional pile of Jarrah products. It’s irreverent and fun. See 

the ad on YouTube ( www.youtube.com/watch?v=-mZ3aT4LtQo ). 

   When fi lming the TVC, we fi lmed other footage of Dame Edna expressing her desire to 

have a Jarrah with other celebrities and people of infl uence. It was hoped that in singling 

out other people of infl uence, they would become models for other subgroups in the 

population. The desired eff ect can be seen in Figure 11.1. This additional content was to be 

available online, and sent to the various models directly in the hope they would share it on 

their own social media channels. The content was tweeted to Shane Warne in the hope he 

would re-tweet it to his million-plus Twitter followers (he didn’t).   

  We hoped Dame Edna celebrating the suburbs, and Jarrah, would make people feel 

better about buying the product. Not only that, because we could use Dame Edna’s image 

on packaging, supermarkets prominently stocked the product. The campaign had mixed 

success. There was a strong uplift in sales and the retail partners (the supermarkets) were 

very supportive of this ambitious advertising plan. This is important because retailers like 

brands to advertise and drive demand because they make money on every sale. In fact, 

retailers often pressure brands to spend more on advertising in order to maintain a good 

position on the supermarket shelf. The campaign with Dame Edna was expensive; and even 

though there was an uplift in sales, it wasn’t as high as we had hoped. Our client loved the 

campaign (as did we), but it wasn’t used the following year. 

  Figure 11.1     Using multiple models taps into multiple infl uenced 
populations    
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EASE
ACTION SPURS

>>    

   The following three ease action 
spurs increase ability to perform 
a behaviour: skill up, eliminate 
complexity and create commitment. In 
this Part, a chapter is devoted to each 
of these spurs.

PART

 CHAPTER 12:    Skill Up: Stop ‘I Don’t Know How’ 159    

 CHAPTER 13:     Eliminate Complexity: Knock Down the 
Hurdles 170    

 CHAPTER 14:     Commitment: How a Small Request Leads 
to a Bigger Agreement 183   
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CHAPTER 13: ELIMINATE COMPLEXITY: KNOCK DOWN THE HURDLES

  This is a deliberate ploy by the interface designers to make you stop and carefully consider 

your options. Normally, we expect green to indicate permission: ‘I am not carrying any 

dangerous goods, so I can continue’. Red means stop: ‘I am carrying dangerous goods, so I have 

a problem!’. Normally, when trying to eliminate complexity we want things to be as smooth as 

possible, and to operate seamlessly. However, in changing the colour from one that’s expected 

to one that’s unexpected, you can halt the zombied self making people stop and actually think. 

   This is a clever adaptation of the Stroop eff ect (Stroop 1935). Named after American 

psychologist John Ridley Stroop, it is one of the most commonly cited and repeated eff ects 

in psychology. It’s been replicated more than 700 times (MacLeod 1991) and has found 

its way into brain-training games that assume the brain has a high degree of neuroplasticity 

(Pinaud, Tremere & De Weerd et al. 2006). The Stroop eff ect is illustrated through a list 

of colour nouns that are written in colours diff erent from the noun itself; so the word 

‘orange’ is written in blue, ‘yellow’ is written in green, and so on. It’s easily found on Google. 

Bring up the image and read the names of the colours out loud as quickly as possible. The 

incongruity of the word being printed in a diff erent colour from what you are being asked 

to read aloud creates confusion. 

   This is a cognitively complex task because we have two bits of competing stimuli to 

process. Therefore, it takes cognitive eff ort to say the correct colour (and not the name of 

the contradictory colour). We may be okay at it at fi rst, but we quickly tire and it becomes 

increasingly diffi  cult. To do this task, you need to operate in System 2, and this soon 

becomes hard work and tiresome. 

   Again, we like to process the environment around us assumptively—and believe it’s 

going to be intuitive. If we see green buttons, we’ll assume they mean ‘Go’. If we see doors 

with fl at metal plates on them, we’ll assume they are for pushing, not pulling, and so on. To 

encourage a particular behaviour, we need to eliminate any possible complexity that could 

get in the way of that behaviour—no matter how trivial it seems. 

     LESSONS FROM A POKER MACHINE 
   Imagine creating a device that people repeatedly and voluntarily put money into without 

any certainty of a return. Of course, you don’t need to imagine it—it already exists. In fact, 

the poker machine is a perfect example of a device that eliminates complexity. 

   I encountered my fi rst poker machine on a cruise ship during a family holiday in the 

Greek Islands when I was 12 years old. Despite the sun and scenery, a great on-deck pool 

and other activities, I became glued to the three poker machines on the ship. I begged, 

YES
(Red background)

NO
(Green background)

  Figure 13.1    Are you carrying dangerous goods on a fl ight?    
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CHAPTER 14: COMMITMENT: HOW A SMALL REQUEST LEADS TO A BIGGER AGREEMENT

  Facebook, Instagram and other social media platforms are becoming the marketer’s tool 

of choice in securing a commitment towards their brand or cause. In online campaigns, 

when people click ‘Like’ they often receive a reward such as a free sample or discounted 

off er. As we’ve seen with Chewychews, a side eff ect is that this action makes you more likely 

to recommend and purchase the item. This is due to the commitment eff ect. 

     COMMITMENT TOWARDS A GOAL 
   Commitment has both push and pull factors. Asking people to make a small change in 

behaviour—one that encourages a larger change in the future—is an example of a push 

strategy. However, there’s another way to use the commitment spur, and that’s with a clearly 

articulated goal, which is a pull strategy. 

   Humans are goal-oriented, so if we set a goal, and start the journey, we’ll generally 

strive to complete that goal. In a small but fascinating study in 1993, Ted Taylor and Steve 

Booth-Butterfi eld from West Virginia University tested whether the foot-in-the-door 

technique reduced the incidence of drink-driving. Over six weeks, they turned a local bar 

into a research laboratory. In the bar, two groups were randomly selected. Both groups 

were asked by the bartender to call a taxi if they drank more than the legal limit to drive: 

‘We want you to call a taxi if you’ve had too much to drink.’ The fi rst group was also asked 

   The study revealed people who ‘Liked’ the brand on Facebook, or who wrote a comment, 

were more likely to purchase them, like them and recommend them to friends than those 

who only watched the ad (see Figure 14.2). So the smaller, and easier, commitment of liking 

the chocolate bar on Facebook infl uenced their purchasing decision. The action of clicking 

‘Like’ on Facebook increased the likelihood of both purchase and recommendation.   

  Figure 14.2     The relation of exposure, liking and commenting to 
brand affi nity and brand purchase    
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PART 4: HOW TO BE GOOD

    IS MARKETING ETHICAL? 
   Doug Gimesy is the founder and principal of consultancy The Framing Eff ect, which 

helps clients frame messages in the most persuasive manner. He also teaches marketing 

and business ethics at Monash University, Victoria. Doug is a passionate environmentalist, 

governor of the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and a very good nature photographer. 

He takes the ethical side of persuasion very seriously. I was fortunate to attend one of his 

day-long seminars at Melbourne University, where he shared his theories on framing and 

the ways in which ‘optimised’ messaging gets people’s attention. 

   Gimesy believes there are four levels of infl uence: coercion and manipulation, which 

are normally deemed unethical, and persuasion and education, which are deemed ethical 

(see Figure 15.2).  

  Figure 15.1    Maximising donation levels   

$1 $10 $100 $1000 $5000 $10,000

  Let’s agree with Gimesy’s contention that education is ethical and that advertising is 

not in the business of coercion. Therefore, the tension point is when persuasion becomes 

manipulation. The  Oxford Dictionary  (2013) defi nes ‘persuade’ and ‘manipulate’ as:  

   Persuade: To induce (someone) to do something through reasoning or argument:  it wasn’t easy, 

but I persuaded him to do the right thing.  

   Manipulate: To control or infl uence (a person or situation) cleverly or unscrupulously:  the 

masses were deceived and manipulated by a tiny group.    

  Did you spot the dilemma? Persuasion is about convincing someone to take action 

based on ‘reasoning or argument’. I don’t think (nor do most others in advertising) that 

‘reasoning or argument’ is an eff ective way to change behaviour. As discussed throughout 

this book (and highlighted by Sutherland above), most behaviour isn’t processed rationally 

by the consumer. No matter whether an advertiser appeals to System 1 thinking or ‘low-

involvement processing’, or asks people to play a game, these techniques don’t ask a 

consumer to make a rational decision to purchase or not to purchase. 

Coercion* Manipulation* Persuasion Education

INFLUENCING

* Unless done purely as an act of paternalism

Unethical Ethical

   Figure 15.2    The unethical and ethical levels of infl uencing     

 Source: Gimesy (2013).  
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